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Exporters, Indenting & Sourcing Agent :

ASPL sourcing is a trusted worldwide B2B company in

India. We can be your partner for one stop B2B export,

trade, and sourcing services, saving in your time, cost,

and safe guard against fraud.

We are a comprehensive trade solution provider offering

one-stop trade services to international buyers interested

in purchasing directly from India. We provide international

buyers with an efficient and manageable procurement

process, covering every phase of the international supply

chain and streamlining trade channels. Our constant

endeavor to improve our self since many years of hard-

work has helped us to achieve our mission.

We seek the opinion of our customers and put them into

practice to further enhance the quality of our services.

Start your one stop wholesale sourcing

here today and experience top notch

service and fast shipping.

Exports • Sourcing & indenting agent • Turnkey Projects • Project Mgt. Services

Sourcing business unit



It gives me an immense pleasure to introduce our organization as one of the well established and experienced exporter in
all kind of construction material, agriculture product, equipments, solar products, home furnishing textile
products. Furniture, of apparels, stoles, scarves, shawls, towels, home appliances, kitchen wares, beauty and

shaving products too. It is our competence that we have knowledge of technicalities involved & having insight of all
product knowledge in routine human life. We know better adaptability of the relevant product at appropriate place. Thus we
know what to export and how to export.

Evolving with the changing life style of people and understanding their need for distinctive interior, Aum Structbuild Pvt. Ltd.
envisioned a whole new range of exclusive and optimum economical range products and accessories.
For meeting the growing demand of international market a completely EOU has been set up to boost the business since
2002. A continuous research for new products in relevance to our product range secures capacity to be permanently up date
with the new aesthetical and functional demand of the market.

Our range of products encompasses various innovatively designed products that stand apart in terms of design and finish in
consonance to all customer segments globally.

We mean that focusing customer needs are the core of marketing and to convert them in their wants are the art of
marketing by fulfilling their exact requirement, and hence we do provide customized product too.
Mission : To distribute the joy of creation globally.
Vision : To blend and apply the magic of science and mathematics with the art of Creation by providing
everything is under one roof.
Core Competence : Synergies of Expertise in technicalities, marketing, administration and finance Management.
We have made an attempt to cover all the basic requirement of consumers right from nail to any kind of natural/ artificial
flooring. We have many varieties of products suitable for ranging from exclusive class customer segment to regular
customer segments. It is observed that the each and every product has its own inherent characteristics, which we have
tried to utilize to satisfy our valued customer of every segment. It is by virtue of which made us possible to approach
customer of premium class to economy class by availing them the suitable and optimum priced products. You will find our
organization to be competent enough to have a win-win association for healthy and beneficial long term business alliance
with your esteem organization.

We believe that “Good people are the valuable asset of an organization but not an
expense and hence as a customer to our organization you are very much valued to
us to serve you of our best possible.
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Natural Flooring Material

1. Kotah Stone- (Lime stone):  Widely accepted flooring/cladding Stone. Available in slabs, tiles, counters in ordinary machine polished  surface  

as  well as  mirror polished surface. Polished tiles and natural  surface is  very  much  accepted in  world market.  Its  inherent characteristics 

are specific strength and unmatched workability. It has one peculiarity of getting shine upon usage. It can resist impact better than marble and 

hence widely used in commercial and industrial floors. Being a natural material there will be little percentage of minor shade variation.

Best Application:

 Polished tiles are best suited for optimally economical flooring in its segment.

 Natural calibrated tiles shall be used for walling, roofing, courtyard pavements.

 Polished slabs can be considered as best suited for cupboard shelves, Kitchen cabinet shelves, and vertical fascias.

 Multi colour flooring can be created by making granite and marbles/ copper, brass strips in between two slabs of this stone.  

Demerits:

 Highly affected to acidic reactions and hence not recommended in area of acid zones.

 Getting more and more polished upon usage is some times not preferable as non slippery flooring option, especially in wet areas.

 Generally not preferred by premium class customer segment as it is having a colour variation in polished version giving less elegance.

Available Colours.

Kota Blue Kota Brown Kota Honey



2.       Tandur lime stone:  It is ideal for low budget flooring and pathways as building material. Lime/grey or Tandur Grey limestone is a grayish blue 

limestone . The stone, Owing to an excellent structure and strength of the stone it has been used as an architectural stone in many important 

projects all over the world. Tandur stone is such a natural stone that would mesmerize you with its beauty anywhere, flooring, wall claddings, 

cobbles entrance doorway, patio, paving etc.

Tandur Yellow limestone also called French Vanilla is a warm honey coloured limestone with subtle texture & rustic appearance. Various 

Tandur stone finishing are Natural Cleft both faces, One side Honed, Both sides Honed, Hand Cut/Machine Cut/ Polished, Mirror Finish, 

Calibrated etc.

Demerits:

 Highly affected to acidic reactions and hence not recommended in area of acid zones.

 Getting more and more polished upon usage is some times not preferable as non slippery flooring option, especially in wet areas.

 Generally not preferred by premium class customer segment as it is having a colour variation in polished version giving less elegance.

Available Colours.

Tandur Green Tandur Blue Tandur Yellow Tandur Grey

Merits:

 Tandur limestone is easier to cut and carve & could be comfortably used as patios and pavements. 

 It is also perfect for wall cladding, entrance doorway, patio, paving, etc. 

 Tandoor  lime stone is available in different finishes, shapes and sizes depending upon the sizes required by the customers.

 Multi colour flooring can be created by making granite and marbles/ copper, brass strips in between two slabs of this stone.

 Lime Yellow slabs / tiles carry with it beautiful color, smooth texture and perfect finish which give it a royal touch. Such tiles can transform 

the surroundings in no time and are an epitome of elegance and sophistication.

Physical Properties Chemical Properies

Hardness 3 to 4 on Moh's Scale Lime (CaO) 38-42%

Density 2.5 to 2.65 Kg/m3 Silica (SiO2) 20-25%

Compressive Strength 1800 to 2100 Kg/cm2 Alumina (Al2O3) 2-4%

Water Absorption Less than 1% Other Oxides like Na, Mg 1.5 to 2.5%

Porosity Quite low Loss On Ignition (LOI) 30-32%

Weather Impact Resistant



3. Granite-This is best quality flooring, walling, and also having adaptability in different areas of human life now a day. This material widely used for floor 

and wall cladding in commercial centers, banks, hotels and luxury bungalow in India. slabs in 18mm 30mm and as per customer required thickness 

available. Granite countertops in 30mm thickness, table tops in varied thickness are now a day getting more and more exported from India..

Best Application:

 Polished tiles are best suited 

for class flooring in premium 

customer segment.

 Natural and flamed finished 

versions are also used for 

walling and other 

applications.

 Polished slabs can be 

considered as best suited 

for cupboard shelves, 

Kitchen cabinet shelves, 

vertical fascias.

 Granites are widely used as 

Kitchen counter tops being a 

neat and hygienic surface. 

 Exclusive table tops and 

unmatched interior 

decoration by way of 

application in different 

furniture.

 Granite column and hollow 

pipe can be used as 

supporting column of 

building eliminating 

concrete.

 Granite articles can be really 

considered as best 

handicraft.

 Granite Fountains, Funerary 

monuments, doors window 

frames are few of the best 

application. 

Demerits:

 Highly affected 

to acidic 

reactions and 

hence not 

recommended 

in area of acid 

zones.

 In Some cases 

can be 

considered 

slippery 

surface 

especially in 

wet areas.

 Generally not 

preferred by 

major 

customer 

segment for 

bulk usage 

being a costly 

material. 

 Fixing is 

expensive in 

comparison of 

other stones.

Available Colours:

Ab Black Black Galaxy Sapphire Brown Sapphire Blue Tan Brown

JupranaBlack Pearl Paradiso Kashmir Gold Kashmir White

Chima Pink Rosy Pink Bala Flower Imperial Pink Green Panther

Desert Brown Tiger Skin Royal Wine Lavender Blue Lakha Red



4. Marble- These are preferably used for flooring, walling, partitions purpose. It is basically soft stone in comparison of kotah and granite stone. It is been 

widely used by hotels and luxury bungalows. In marble very extra ordinary inlay work can be done as per requirement of different design and pattern. The 

same can seen on separate attachment sent with this. A well-known “Tajmahal” is built up with this technique of in lay stonework. Price range cannot be 

given for this particular inlay work because of it varies from design, pattern and combination of stones. 

Best Application:

 Polished tiles are best suited 

for class flooring in premium 

as well as upper middle 

class customer segment.

 Marble is best suited for 

Holy places like Mosque, 

temple, church etc.

 Polished slabs can be 

considered as best suited 

for cupboard shelves, 

Kitchen cabinet shelves, and 

vertical fascias.

 Being a soft stone it gives 

very good workability in 

carving works as well as 

statue, monuments, and 

variety of articles etc. 

 Exclusive Inlay table tops, 

inlay tiles, and other inlay 

items are only possible in 

marbles. 

 Marble Fountains, Funerary 

monuments, doors window 

frames are few of the best 

application. 

 It is very good flooring 

option for major customer 

segments because of its 

moderate cost.

Demerits:

 Highly affected to acidic 

reactions and hence not 

recommended in area of 

acid zones.

 It is a porous stone and 

hence it absorbs any thing 

immediately leaving stains 

in floor.

 It is semi transparent and 

hence back coat shall be of 

colour cement adds cost of 

laying for good result.

 Generally not preferred for 

home and residences as 

per Fang Sui and Vaastu.

 It precipitates carbon 

dioxide which is not good 

for humans. 

 Its innate quality is cold 

and hence it is not good for 

houses of old person 

having joint problem, as 

well as by virtue of its 

characteristics it always 

generate diseases of cold 

to people leaving in houses 

with this flooring. 

 It is observed that it is not 

fit for comfortable 

biological environment for 

humans.

Green Marble Forest  Green Forest  Brown Black Marble Manjoli

Onyx Green Onyx Pink Purple Opal White Ivory

Agaria White Rajnagar Manjoli Pink Marble Forest Green



5. Sand stones: This is basically used as flooring material in garden pathways, courtyards, & passages. It is also used in major quantum for wall 

cladding in prestigious building in India. Basically this is a sand stone having its own luster hence accepted in big way in Indian construction industry. 

Best Application:

 Polished tiles are best suited for out uards, garde seating, pathways, walling etc.

 Natural sandstone tiles can be used as flooring as well as roofing tiles.

Dholpur Red Dholpur PinkDholpur Beige Brown Palace Desert Pink Desert Red

Jaisalmer Kandla Grey Morak Fossil Tint Mint Ita gold

Multi Brown Pink Palace Rainbow Teak Wood Raj Green Thar Zebra



5. Slate Stone – Fine grain Slate from our quarry is hard wearing, impermeable, resistant to atmosphere pollution, frost, normal heat and repid 

temperature changes, Our slate is characterized as ‘fairly hard”

The hard-wearing waterproof and rot proof properties of our Slate make it ideally suited for a whole host of external and internal features the application 

are virtually endless, being limited only by the designer’s imagination, Floor used our Slate are known with life in excess of several years, and they are still 

popular today. Fireplace surrounds and hearths, worktops, breakfast bars and internal fountains, wall facing, chimneys, barbecues, garden walls and steps 

are just some of the ways in which our stone and slate s haven been and are being used

Best Application:

 Polished tiles are best suited for 

class flooring in premium as well 

as upper middle class customer 

segment.

 Marble is best suited for Holy 

places like Mosque, temple, 

church etc.

 Polished slabs can be 

considered as best suited for 

cupboard shelves, Kitchen 

cabinet shelves, and vertical 

fascias.

 Being a soft stone it gives very 

good workability in carving 

works as well as statue, 

monuments, and variety of 

articles etc. 

 Exclusive Inlay table tops, inlay 

tiles, and other inlay items are 

only possible in marbles. 

 Marble Fountains, Funerary 

monuments, doors window 

frames are few of the best 

application. 

 It is very good flooring option for 

major customer segments 

because of its moderate cost.

Copper Deoli Green Golden Silver Shine

Himachal White Himachal Green Kund Black Zeera Green

Multi Colour Peacock Tera Red Silver Grey



Grey QuartzDesert Brown Quartz Red Quartz

Rose QuartzTebeeco Aqua Quartz Yellow Quartz









WHITE BLUE BROWN

EMBOSSED WHITE YELLOWGREEN



Carving Door



Kitchen 

Cabinet

Sofa



 Kitchen sink- There are variety of different sizes and pattern of S.S kitchen sinks are available to suit 

specific requirement of the customer. 

101 113 122 201

301 302 304

305 307
308

Ovel Size Inch Bowel Size Inch

9 x 12 x 4.5 7 x 10.5

Ovel Size Inch Bowel Size Inch

18 x 24 x 7 16 x 22

Ovel Size Inch Bowel Size Inch

18 x 18 x 6.5 15 Dia

Ovel Size Inch Bowel Size Inch

18 x 32 x 7 14 x 16

Ovel Size Inch Bowel Size Inch

20 x 32 x 7 14 x 16

Ovel Size Inch Bowel Size Inch

20 x 32 x 8 16x20&7x12

Ovel Size Inch Bowel Size Inch

20 x 45 x 7 16 x 20

Ovel Size Inch Bowel Size Inch

18 x 54 x 7.5 14 x 16

Ovel Size Inch Bowel Size Inch

38 x 38 x 8 15.5 x 18.5

Ovel Size Inch Bowel Size Inch

20 x 45 x 8 14x16 & 7x12





Heavy Duty Lathe Machine Hydraulic Plate Shearing Machine

Radial Drilling Machine

Industrial Bench Grinder Universal Milling Machine

MIG/MAG Welding Machine Sheet Metal Bending Machine D.G. Set



MINI TRACTOR

Hood (Canopy)

Mini Trailer

Plough – 3 Tyne & 2 Blades

Cultivator – 5 Tyne

Rotavator

Reversible Plough





18 W

24 W

48 W

MOBILE CHARGER STREET LIGHT
SOLAR LANTERN


